B-24# 0125 826 sq loading bombs for practice mission in the States. Ray Surrette photo 826 Sq.

Crew of Barney Milner 825 Sq. Front Row from left, B A Penborg (B); Barney J Milner (P); C W Kerr (C/P); Donald O Christenson (N); Back row Lester Real (T/G); Bill Miller (N/G); Bob Bell (U/G); Joe Killian (R/O); Chuck Lake (B/G); Aurelio Lopez (E) Robert W Bell Photo 825 Sq.

Crew of Walter Grimm 765 Sq Standing from left: Joe Small (N/G); Louis Duchinsky (R/O); Mel Williams (E); Jack B Jones (W/G); Clom Amory (T/G); E E Stevenson (B/G); Front row: Waster (C/P); Walter Grimm (P); and Abe Abadie (B). Stevenson photo

Unidentified personnel 461St Bomb Group after receiving the Silver Star. Reader comment requested. Harry Oglashy photo 767 Sq

Photo of the 824 Sq radio maintainance crew in front of their quonset hut. From top left Newton D Lewis, and Sagonavich. Front row third from left is Bill Knapp (deceased) Newton D Lewis photo 824 Sq.

P Vanderhoven and Elwood Clark 826 Sq Photo taken in the States Joseph Dickman photo 826 SQ.